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§ How may PhDs does it take to run a hybrid simulation?

Question:
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HS Timeline

Wild West post-NEES
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Wild West:
Ad hoc Hybrid Simulation

Takanashi, 1975
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Wild West:
Ad hoc Hybrid Simulation
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NEES (and SERIES):
The Labs

Last one left standing! 
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§ OpenFRESCO § UI-SIMCOR

NEES (and SERIES):
The Frameworks
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NEES (and SERIES):
The Workshops

Second

24–25 April 2006

Attendees will:

● Learn the basics of the hybrid simulation
method.

● Conduct a hybrid simulation at the
nees@berkeley Equipment Site.

● Use OpenSees and hybrid simulation
basics to develop new hybrid simulation
algorithms for nees@berkeley and other
NEES Equipment Sites.

● Use this hands-on experience to develop
viable NEES-R proposals involving hybrid
simulation.

Technical

Bozidar Stojadinovic

boza@ce.berkeley.edu

510-643-7035

Administration

Nancy Nelson

nancyn@berkeley.edu

510-665-3617

More information is available at the workshop pages:

nees@berkeley URL: http://nees.berkeley.edu

Workshop URL: http://nees.berkeley.edu/workshop/

WORKSHOP

nees@berkeley Equipment Site

Come to join us for the second hybrid simulation
workshop, focused on hybrid simulation and
experimentation at nees@berkeley. Professor
Bozidar Stojadinovic will lead this workshop, This
training session includes lectures and a real,
hands-on hybrid simulation experiments.

Hybrid Simulation

nees@berkeley Control Room

nees@berkeley Equipment Site

Hybrid Test Configuration 2

Hybrid Test Configuration 1

Zipper-Frame Hybrid Simulation Test
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post-NEES:
Explosion of Research on Hybrid Simulation

WORKSHOP HYSIM19 

Session: New Frontiers & Applications 

Significance of FSI for the resilience of coastal structures and the need for hybrid simulation 

Denis Istrati  

Department of Civil and Environmental Engineering, University of Nevada, Reno 

This presentation will focus on the wave loading on elevated coastal decks during tsunamis and 
hurricanes. Results from computational fluid dynamics (CFD) and fluid-structure interaction (FSI) 
analyses will be presented together with large-scale experimental data (Figures 1 and 2). All these 
results will reveal the significant role of the structural dynamics and FSI during the wave impact on 
coastal structures. It will also show the fundamentally different loading and response of a flexible 
structure relative to a rigid one that is typically used in wave flume experiments. 

Furthermore, the presentation will discuss the limitations of both CFD analyses and traditional 
hydrodynamic testing, which could be overcome by hybrid simulation (HS). In fact, HS/RTHS– if 
implemented properly- can advance the state-of-the art in wave related problems, simulate accurately 
the dynamic wave-structure interaction and ultimately improve the resilience of coastal infrastructure 
against natural hazards. 

The author will briefly discuss two possible approaches of utilizing HS for FSI problems and expected 
advantages/disadvantages of each one. The last section of the presentation will talk about the ongoing 
collaborative effort between the University of Nevada, Reno, Oregon State University and Lehigh 
University to implement RTHS in a large wave flume.  

 

 

Figure 1: CFD analyses of wave propagation and impact on elevated coastal structure 

  

Figure 2: Large-scale hydrodynamic experiments of an elevated coastal structure 
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Figure 2: Large-scale hydrodynamic experiments of an elevated coastal structure 

mi ¼ mai þmpi; ci ¼ cai þ cpi; ki ¼ kai þ kpi ð2Þ

where i ¼ 1; : : : ; n. In addition, the measured forces from the
physical substructure (which incorporate the internal forces due
to any control devices present within the physical substructure)
are defined as

FM ¼ mpẍþ cpẋþ k px ð3Þ

where FM , mp, cp, and k p = vector of measured forces, and the
mass, damping and stiffness matrices for the physical substructure,
respectively. Substituting Eqs. (2) and (3) into Eq. (1) yields the
equations of motion for the analytical substructure

Fẍg ¼ mäxþ cȧxþ k axþ FM ð4Þ

where ma, ca, and k a= mass, damping, and stiffness matrices, re-
spectively, of the analytical substructure.

In the implementation of the RTHS, the measured force is ob-
tained using load cells attached to the actuators driving the physical
substructure. This quantity is necessary to compute the displace-
ment in the analytical substructure (using a numerical solver)
for the next time step. The resulting calculated displacement is then
imposed on the physical substructure, and the measured forces are
acquired again. This cycle repeats at every time step in real time for
the duration of the experiment.

Experimental Setup and Procedure

To perform RTHS, appropriate division of the specimen into
physical and analytical substructures is needed. Furthermore, an
in-depth understanding of the behavior of the physical substructure,
including the actuators driving the specimen, will facilitate effec-
tive RTHS.

Two full-scale structures are used as the basis for the RTHS
performed at the nees@Lehigh facility, namely, a 3-story proto-
type structure designed for this study and a 9-story benchmark
structure. The 3-story prototype structure used in this study
was designed by the authors from Lehigh University (Friedman
2012), whereas the 9-story structure was designed by
Brandow & Johnston Associates for the SAC Phase II Steel
Project (Ohtori et al. 2004). Although not actually constructed,
both structures adhere to regulations in the seismic code and
are meant to exemplify typical low-rise and midrise building office
buildings (for general commercial use), respectively, designed for
the Los Angeles, California region.

An individual RTHS is performed to analyze each structure. In
both cases, a large-scale, 3-story steel damped-braced frame
(DBF) is used as the physical substructure, whereas the rest of
the structure is modeled analytically using the real-time capabil-
ities provided by an xPC Target system (MATLAB 2011). The
single-bay frame is 8.38 m (27.5 ft) tall and 4.57 m (15 ft) wide.
It is composed of two W8 × 67 steel columns, three W10 × 30
steel beams, and six HSS8 × 6 × 3=8 steel braces. The frame
has natural frequencies of 1.2, 4.0, and 8.2 Hz. The large-scale
DBF is chosen as the physical substructure for the RTHS so that
a substantial portion of the stiffness of the total structures is tested
physically in the laboratory. The constructed DBF is 60% scale, as
compared with the full-scale 3-story prototype structure, due to
the physical limitations of the nees@Lehigh facility. Thus, time
is scaled by the square root of 0.6.

Experiments are conducted at the nees@Lehigh real-time multi-
directional (RTMD) large-scale testing facility. For these simula-
tions, three actuators are used to apply displacements in the
DBF (Fig. 3). The actuators and specimen are mounted to a con-
crete L-shaped reaction wall designed to minimize elastic and out-
of-plane deformation under any high forces experienced during
testing procedures. A braced frame system, consisting of two rel-
atively stiff steel frames placed parallel to each other, are securely
bolted to the concrete reaction wall to minimize out-of-plane mo-
tion in the test specimen. To minimize friction between the speci-
men and the braced frame, Teflon pads are installed at several
contact points along each floor. The specimen is restrained against
rocking with bolted connections to rigid steel base plates mounted
to the strong floor.

System Identification

To conduct a RTHS, the global stiffness matrix for the physical
DBF constructed in the laboratory must be identified (Friedman
2012). Quasistatic testing, in which a force is applied cyclically
to a single floor through a hydraulic actuator and the resulting floor
displacement at each level is measured, is used to determine the
global stiffness matrix representing the frame. In this approach,
each floor is loaded individually while the two remaining floors
are allowed to displace with no external force as measured by their
respective actuators. The sampling rate is 128 Hz.

Each floor of the experimental DBF is treated as a horizontal
DOF, yielding a 3 × 3 stiffness matrix. Each floor of the analytical
substructure is assumed to be rigid, whereas the actual stiffness is
used for the physical substructure. Thus, an effective stiffness is
obtained using this testing procedure. By plotting the displacement
of each floor versus the known applied load from an actuator, the
flexibility coefficient f ij (i.e., the displacement at the ith DOF due
to a unit force at the jth DOF and corresponding matrix element)
can be determined. Each test produces three flexibility coefficients,
and for any test that exhibits hysteresis, an average slope is taken
for both the loading and unloading curves, as shown in Fig. 4.
Using a set of three tests, nine flexibility coefficients are deter-
mined and the flexibility matrix is formed. Because the flexibility
matrix includes the external constraints and represents the re-
strained condition, the symmetric stiffness matrix representing

Fig. 3. RTHS large-scale frame testing setup at Lehigh University
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Real-time hybrid model testing in marine technology 
- recent activities at SINTEF Ocean and NTNU 
 
 
 
Thomas Sauder, PhD 
Senior Research Scientist 
SINTEF Ocean AS 
Trondheim, Norway 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
SINTEF Ocean (private research institute) and NTNU (university) in Trondheim form the largest centre 
of competence in marine technology in the western world. Since 2013, both institutions have joined 
forces to develop the subject of hybrid testing (ReaTHM® testing), applied to marine technology.  
 
In this presentation, we will review the work we have performed during the last 5 years.  
The talk will cover:  

- Testing of floating wind turbines (see above) 
- Testing of floaters with virtual mooring systems (see below) 
- Testing of power management systems onboard ships 
- Theoretical work 
- Lessons learned and way forward 

 
 
 
 
 
This presentation is given to the HYSIM19 workshop, ETH Zürich,  March 13 to 15, 2019.  
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post-NEES:
Some Research using Hybrid Simulation
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post-NEES:
Some Research using Hybrid Simulation
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§ MECHS
§ SIMCenter
§ …

post-NEES:
Not That Many Workshops
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§ MST FlexTest
§ Others… ?

post-NEES:
Some Industry-Supported Products
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§ Why does a remarkable 
majority of earthquake 
engineering experimental 
research resort to:
§ Quasi-static cyclic testing?
§ Only numerical simulation?

§ When are we going to have a 
FEMA-461-HS?

Questions:

of deformation control parameter to define each deforma-
tion level; and 2) the number of cycles at each deformation 
level. The drift ratio is selected such that significant changes 
in specimen behavior can be captured and related to the 
performance levels described in Chapter 3. A minimum of 
two cycles at each deformation level is sufficient to incur 
damage associated with the number of cycles at a given drift 
level, although three cycles have been used commonly in 
the past and can be used when appropriate. The selection 
of number of cycles at each deformation level depends on 
the judgment of the researcher and the particular degrada-
tion characteristics of the system being tested. If degradation 
with each cycle tends to be gradual, then three cycles at each 
deformation level may be appropriate. If degradation tends 
to be rapid, then two cycles at each deformation level may be 
appropriate to allow study of performance at a wider range 
of deformation levels before most strength of the specimen 
is lost. Approximately one-half of fy, which corresponds 
to approximately one-half the computed strength, is often 
sufficient to capture performance within the elastic range 
of deformations. The increase in subsequent drift levels is 
recommended to be in increments of fy, as illustrated in Fig. 
5.2. Testing should continue until severe strength degrada-
tion is observed as defined in 4.7.

A different loading history may have to be employed for 
tests with different objectives. These include tests that incor-
porate near-field effects of earthquakes. Tests performed 
to investigate hysteretic features of elements, as well as 
those conducted to develop hysteretic models, may require 
a different loading history or multiple load histories. These 
load histories may incorporate one or more smaller deforma-
tion reversals within each deformation level.

5.3—Bidirectional load reversals
Tests of structural elements and assemblies are often 

conducted under unidirectional loads and deformations. 
When significant damage associated with bidirectional 
loading is anticipated, the test should be conducted under 
bidirectional deformation reversals. Bidirectional deforma-
tions may be applied following the orbital pattern suggested 

in FEMA 461. Accordingly, bidirectional testing should start 
with the application of initial uniaxial drift ratio shown in 
Fig. 5.2 (1/2fy), followed by the orbital pattern depicted in 
Fig. 5.3. The reversal from Point a should accompany an 
orthogonal drift equal to one-half the initial uniaxial drift 
(Points b and c). Bidirectional loading should then continue 
following the orbital pattern of Fig. 5.3 with maximum drift 
ratios at Points a and d equal to the drift ratios of unidirec-
tional loading history shown in Fig. 5.2.

The bidirectional loading pattern shown in Fig. 5.3 may 
be interpreted as follows. First, determine the displacement 
amplitude between the center of the diagram and Point a by 
consulting the uniaxial loading diagram in Fig. 5.2 and deter-
mining the uniaxial test amplitude for the first two cycles of 
uniaxial testing. In this case, Fig. 5.2 shows that the displace-
ment from the origin to Point a in Fig. 5.3 should correspond 
to fy/2 for the first two cycles of biaxial loading. Once the 
specimen is displaced to Point a, proceed to Point b, which is 
to the right of the origin a distance corresponding to fy/4, and 
above the origin a distance corresponding to fy/4. Similarly, 
proceed to Points c through f sequentially and return to Point a. 
Then repeat the entire biaxial loading cycle at the same ampli-
tude. Once the specimen has reached Point a for the second 
time, consult Fig. 5.2 for the amplitude value of the next two 
cycles, which is the lateral displacement corresponding to fy. 
Increase the amplitude to this value, which is indicated by the 
Point i.3 in Fig. 5.3. Then, using this new amplitude value, 
apply the next two biaxial load cycles, as shown in Fig. 5.3. 
After these two cycles are completed, consult Fig. 5.2 again 
for the next lateral displacement value, and so on.

Fig. 5.2—Deformation history for tests under unidirectional 
load reversals.

Fig. 5.3—Orbital pattern for bidirectional loading (FEMA 
461).

American Concrete Institute Copyrighted Material—www.concrete.org
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§ Why does a remarkable 
majority of earthquake 
engineering experimental 
research resort to:
§ Quasi-static cyclic testing?
§ Only numerical simulation?

§ When are we going to have a 
FEMA-461-HS?

Interim Testing Protocols for 
Determining the Seismic  
Performance Characteristics of 
Structural and Nonstructural 
Components 
FEMA 461 / June 2007

FEMA nehrp

Questions:
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§ Performance:
§ Define how to perform a hybrid simulation (protocols)
§ Define what is an acceptably performed hybrid simulation 

(acceptance criteria)

§ Implementation:
§ Define standard setups
§ Define standard software (tools and interfaces)
§ Define standard frameworks (middleware)

Missing Links:
Standards
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§ People:
§ Education on experimental methods in general and hybrid 

simulation in particular
§ Workshops 

§ Education on benefits of hybrid simulation 
§ Enabling by reducing the slope of the learning curve

§ Benchmark problems

§ Labs (enabling technologies):
§ Hybrid Simulation in a Box:

§ Industry-supported products 
§ Equipment specifications and recipes 

Missing Links:
Capabilities
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§ How may PhDs does it take to run a hybrid simulation?

Our Performance Objective

n =) 0
<latexit sha1_base64="Jgi+yPPS2mW9WdkejcNo+4ttz9k=">AAAB/HicbVA9SwNBEN2LXzF+naa0WQyCVbhTQcugjYVFBPMByRH2Nptkyd7usTunHEf8KzYWitj6Q+z8N26SKzTxwcDjvRlm5oWx4AY879sprKyurW8UN0tb2zu7e+7+QdOoRFPWoEoo3Q6JYYJL1gAOgrVjzUgUCtYKx9dTv/XAtOFK3kMasyAiQ8kHnBKwUs8tS9y9VXKo+XAERGv1iL2eW/Gq3gx4mfg5qaAc9Z771e0rmkRMAhXEmI7vxRBkRAOngk1K3cSwmNAxGbKOpZJEzATZ7PgJPrZKHw+UtiUBz9TfExmJjEmj0HZGBEZm0ZuK/3mdBAaXQcZlnACTdL5okAgMCk+TwH2uGQWRWkKo5vZWTEdEEwo2r5INwV98eZk0T6v+WdW7O6/UrvI4iugQHaET5KMLVEM3qI4aiKIUPaNX9OY8OS/Ou/Mxby04+UwZ/YHz+QM8RpR+</latexit>
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